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Introduction
What are Cucumbers?
Cucumbers NFT is a project that was born early 2022 from 3 friends with a common
passion for cryptocurrencies and NFTs.
There are 3 guys working on it, one loves testing the blockchain, the second loves talking to
everyone, and the third loves drawing. From that we had the idea to begin our NFTs
journey. There’s no project leader, we share the different tasks of the project while making
sure that what is set up suits everyone.

What are Cucumbers goals?
As we are only enthusiasts, we do not expect to revolutionize the environment but to create
a place, a friendly and supportive community making progress step by step through the
community.
We want to add value to our project and that's why we are going to announce right here, the
interest of having a magnificent Cucumber.

What you will get if you hold ?
As holder of 1 NFT you will get:
-

An initial airdrop of our community driven token
A goodie chosen by the DAO (T-shirt, pin’s, stickers, cap…)
A voting right on the DAO
1% of the royalties will be distributed among the community

As holder of 2 NFT you will get:
-

All previous levels
A NFT from the second collection

As holder of 4 NFT you will get:
-

All previous levels
A 3D printed cucumber

Royalty payments
We will collect 5% Royalties and use royalty payments, from sales on the secondary market
of Solanart according to the following structure.
All royalties will be injected into the project in order to help its growth through 1/1
collaboration choose by the community on the DAO. Some goodies will be selected by the
DAO and every holder will receive it at home.
A part of the royalties gonna be airdrop in the form of our token to thank the community.

Minting and tokenomics
The project will be launched on the Solana blockchain.
The gas fees will then be very affordable.
In terms of price, we are looking at 1 SOL per NFT with a supply of 10k. It can be reduced
depending on the number of NFTs sold during the public sale.

Mint Schedule
The mint, for all, will be July 9th, 2022.

Mint Supply
10.000 in total

Mint Price
1 SOL

Reveal
The reveal will take place seven days after the public sale concludes.

Funding
Approximately 10% of all revenues will remain in the company to ensure its long-term
viability. These funds will cover such as smart contract fees, server space fees and other
maintenance fees.

Roadmap
Within this roadmap, we have laid out the general path that we will follow through our
developmental and promotional.
activities. Times may shift as necessary, and as we get a clearer idea of our schedule, we
will provide updates to our community. There are also steps that we have not yet announced
so that we can afford ourselves the space we need to plan and partner appropriately.

The beginning
Everything will start on July 9, 2022

Q2 2022
Website development
Setting up the website and putting it online.

Discord settings
Creation of the discord server and configuration before unveiling.

Q3 2022
Mint day
9th July will be the launch day of our project.

Creating the DAO
Following the launch of the main collection, a DAO will be created to allow the community to
decide on the future of the project. NFTs will be your voting rights.

Q4 2022
Community token
A community driven token will be setup in order to add more utilities to our NFTs. The
tokenomics and use cases will be voted by the community. Tokens will be airdrop to every
holder.

2023
Building community proposals
As the community will decide of the future of the project, we will build the approved
proposals for new utilities.

Secondary collections
We plan to create multiple secondary collections to grow the lore of the Cucumbers universe.
If you hold several NFTs, the secondary collections will be airdrop in your wallet.

Official Links
Project links
Website: https://cucumbersnft.xyz/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/CucumbersNFT/
Discord: https://discord.com/invite/cCUBw9bFeF

Core-team links
Developer: https://twitter.com/ColoredLedger/
Artist: https://twitter.com/JhiAirNFT/
Community manager: https://twitter.com/GuyStribu/

